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Abstract

The thermal conductivity of polyurethane "PU# foams at gas pressure between 659 torr and 9[903 torr is investigated
theoretically and experimentally[ Six di}erent cell sizes ranging from 049 to 249 mm of PU foam insulation are used as
the samples[ Experimental results are also obtained for the spectral extinction coe.cient using a Fourier transform
infrared spectrometer[ The thermal conductivity of PU foams for di}erent cell sizes at 659 torr varies from 22[2 to 23[4
mW:m K\ and reduces to 5[71Ð8[04 mW:m K at a gas pressure of 9[903 torr^ the e}ective thermal conductivity decreases
when the cell size becomes smaller[ At gas pressure 9[903 torr\ radiative heat transfer accounts for approximately 19)
of the total heat transfer through PU foams\ while solid conduction accounts for the other 79)[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science
Ltd[ All rights reserved[

Nomenclature

ebl hemispherical spectral emissive power ðW:"m1 = mm#Ł
eb hemispherical total spectral emissive power ðW:"m1#Ł
fv solid volume fraction
kc solid conductivity ðW:m KŁ
kr radiative conductivity ðW:m KŁ
ke} thermal conductivity ðW:m KŁ
L thickness ðmŁ
N conduction!to!radiation parameter\ kcs¹ e:3sT"x#2

qc conductive heat ~ux ðW:m1Ł
qr radiative heat ~ux ðW:m1Ł
qrl spectral radiative heat ~ux ðW:m1Ł
T temperature ðKŁ
T0\1 temperature of hot wall and cold wall ðKŁ
x coordinate[

Greek symbols
o emissivity
s StefanÐBoltzmann constant\ 4[556×09−7 ðW
"m1 = K3#Ł
se extinction coe.cient ðm−0Ł
s¹ e Rosseland mean extinction coe.cient ðm−0Ł[
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Subscripts
a absorb
b blackbody
c conduction
e extinction
e} e}ective
w wall
m mean
r radiative
s scatter
0\ 1 cold wall and hot wall[

Superscripts
c conduction
r radiative[

0[ Introduction

Because of worsening world!wide energy problems
thermal insulation is indeed one of the major concerns in
the development of heat!transfer technology[ Instead of
air\ foams polymeric foams are the most e.cient thermal
insulation systems because they contain CFC gas\ which
is trapped in the closed!cell structures of the foams during
production[ As the thermal conductivity of air is approxi!
mately three times higher than that of CFC gas\ and at
least 49) of the heat is transferred by conduction
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through the gas\ it is advantageous to have a low!con!
ductivity gas\ such as "R!00#\ inside the foam[ Increasing
concern over the threat of ozone depletion and global
warming\ led to CFCs being phased out in 0885 "1909
for developing countries#[ Without these low thermal
conductivity blowing agents\ the performance of foam
insulation will decrease[ Alternative blowing agents\
though less detrimental to the environment\ result in
higher thermal conductivity foam insulation[ These fac!
tors provide strong incentives to develop more e.cient
insulation materials with reduced environmental impacts\
and with performances that exceed those of CFC tech!
nologies[ As a result\ methods for developing advanced
techniques for thermal insulation have become an impor!
tant issue[

The main functions of thermal insulation are con!
servation of energy\ control of temperature\ and control
of heat transfer[ Among the numerical and experimental
studies on this topic] Ostrogorsky et al[ ð0Ł discussed
the degradation of foam thermal properties due to the
di}usion of the air into the foam and developed an ana!
lytical model to predict the e}ective di}usion coe.cient
of the foam[ Glicksman et al[ ð1Ł concentrated on the
radiative contribution to heat transfer foam[ Foams scat!
ter radiation due to the interaction with struts:walls such
that radiative transfer may be modeled as a di}usion
process[ Kuhn et al[ ð2Ł presented a detailed investigation
of a polystyrene "PS# and a polyurethane "PU# foam\
and the separation of thermal!transfer modes[ In par!
ticular they studied radiative transfer theoretically and
experimentally[ Doermann and Sacadura ð3Ł presented a
predictive model for thermal transfer in open!cell foam
insulation as a function of foam morphology\ porosity\
thermal properties of solid and gaseous phases\ and optical
properties of the solid phase[ Caps et al[ ð4Ł measured the
thermal conductivity of polymide foams in the tempera!
ture range 062Ð212 K for various gas pressures and types
"CO1 and Ar#[ They also established a quantitative model
for predicting the thermal conductivity of polymide foam
as a function of density\ gas pressure and temperature[
Tseng et al[ ð5Ł investigated theoretically and exper!
imentally the thermal conductivity of the polyurethane
foam in the temperature range between 299 and 19 K for
the development of liquid hydrogen storage tanks[ In
general\ energy is transferred through foam insulation by
conduction through the solid polymer making up the cell
structure\ by conduction and radiation through the gas
within the cells[ Natural convection in such a system
can be ignored due to the small pore size\ and modi_ed
Rayleigh numbers are far below the critical values[ The
low thermal conductivity can be achieved in evacuated
systems because the gaseous conductive and convective
heat transfer modes are not present in vacuum condition[
Therefore\ the dominant heat transfer modes in foam
insulation are thermal radiation and solidÐsolid con!
duction when the foam insulation system is evacuated

to low pressure conditions[ Typically\ to achieve high
insulating performance with a porous medium\ it is
necessary that an internal panel pressure on the order of
9[0 Torr be maintained for the duration of the intended
application[

This work reports on a theoretical and experimental
study of the thermal performance of an evacuated poly!
urethane "PU# foam insulation system[ Experimental
measurements were carried out on six di}erent PU foams
samples with cell sizes in the range of 049Ð249 mm after
removal of the moisture and volatile materials from the
PU foams[ The PU foams were put into laminated _lm
bags and evacuated down to pressures in the range of
659 torr to 9[903 torr[ To identify the contribution of
radiative heat transfer\ a Fourier Transform Infrared
Spectrometer was used to measure the direct trans!
mittance of these samples in the wavelength range 1[4Ð
14 mm[ The extinction coe.cient was obtained from the
transmittance data using Beer|s law[ Di}usion approxi!
mation was used to estimate the radiative thermal con!
ductivity[ As solid and radiative contributions are inde!
pendent of gas pressure\ gas conduction at higher
pressure was obtained by subtracting the measured
results from the total heat transfer[

1[ Theoretical analysis

The one!dimensional\ steady!state energy equation for
a participating medium with no internal heat generation
is ð6Ł]

−9 ="qr¦qc# � −0
1qr

1x1¦
1T
1x0kc

1T
1x1� 9[ "0#

For an optically thick medium in which radiation can be
treated as a di}usion process\ the radiant heat transfer is
simply]

qr � −
3

2s¹ e

9eb � −kr "x#9T[ "1#

Note that the Rosseland mean extinction coe.cient\ s¹ e\
for an optically thick medium is used instead of the spec!
tral coe.cient\ sel]
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The radiative conductivity\ kr\ is de_ned as

kr "x# �
05sT"x#2

2s¹ e

[ "3#

The energy equation is

−9 ="qr¦qc# �
1

1x$"kr "T#¦kc#
1T
1x%� 9[ "4#

Equation "4# can be solved easily using the control
volume method\ which was developed by Patankar ð7Ł\
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even though kr is a complicated function of temperature[
The slip boundary conditions\ representing e}ective\
linearized\ combined di}usionÐradiation and conduction
boundary conditions ð8Ł\ are described by the following
relationships

0
0
o0

−
0
110

0
0¦2N0:31�

3sT2
w\x�9 ðTw"9#−T"9#Ł

qr "9#
"5a#

and

0
0
o1

−
0
110

0
0¦2N1:31�

3sT2
w\x�L ðT"L#−Tw"L#Ł

qr "L#
\ "5b#

where

N0\1 � kcs¹ e:3seT"x#2
x�9\x�L � 3kc:2kr[ "6#

An additional boundary condition on the side of the
heater was

q"9# � −ðkr "9#¦kcŁ
1T"9#

1x
[ "7#

Equations "4# "5a\b# and "7# were solved using the
_nite!di}erence method to determine the solid conduc!
tivity\ kc\ and temperature distribution[ The solution pro!
cedure was repeated using the newly obtained tem!
perature distribution and solid conductivity[ The
convergence criterion in all of the calculation was set at]

=Tnew
i −Told

i = ¾ 0×09−4 "8#

to meet all mesh points[ This iterative procedure was
continued until a steady state was reached[

2[ Experiments

2[0[ Sample description

The fundamental materials in manufacturing PU
foams are isocyanates\ polyols\ and water[ The mixture
was forced into boxes "39×39×7 cm2# using a high pres!
sure injection molding and allowed to rise freely[ In order
to obtain better reaction rates\ pore sizes\ and void frac!
tions\ it was necessary to preheat the molds to 202 K and
include additives\ such as blowing agents\ catalysts\ and
surfactants[ Moreover\ the evacuation time could be
shortened by heating during the evacuation process[ By
changing the mixture of heating temperature and dis!
turbing rate\ we were able to obtain samples with di}erent
pore sizes[ Because of pressure injection\ the density near
the mold was 1Ð2 times greater than that near the center
during the blowing process\ 2 mm edges had to be cut
out from all[ The samples were cut to 14×14×0 cm2\
each with a density of about 59 g cm2 as calculated using
the ASTM D!0511 method[ The solid volume fraction
was 9[931[ Foams were completely open cells\ and Fig[

Fig[ 0[ SEM of an open!cell foam[

0 shows and SEM picture of an open!cell foam[ After
scanning and accounting for the e}ective pore!diameter
area using image analysis software\ mean pore diameters
were obtained[ The cell sizes for the six samples were
from 036Ð230 mm[

2[1[ Radiative properties

Radiative conductivity depends on the spectral extinc!
tion coe.cient sel[ Measurements of hemispherical trans!
mission were performed in the wavelength range 1[4Ð
14 mm using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
"PerkinÐElmer Spectrum 1999#[ The six samples were
measured after removal of moisture and volatiles[ Figure
1 shows the transmission of Sample A measurement
results for four di}erent thicknesses[ As expected\ the
transmission decreased as media thickness was increased[
The transmission data were used to calculate the spectral
extinction coe.cient sl\ by means of Beer|s law\ Il"x#:
I9l � exp"−selx#[ The relationship between the extinc!
tion coe.cient and wavelength for Sample A are shown
in Fig[ 2[ The variation was small^ however\ the spectral
extinction coe.cient was large enough for the sample to
be treated as an optically thick medium for which radi!
ation could be considered a di}usion process[

2[2[ Measurement of thermal conductivity

After the foam was ready\ the foam and some getter
was put into laminated _lm bags[ The amount and
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Fig[ 1[ The measurement of transmission in Sample A[

Fig[ 2[ The relationship between extinction coe.cient and wave!
length in Sample A[

location of getter that is used to absorb the volatile
materials\ does not a}ect the total heat transfer[ The
laminated _lm bags\ which have low permeability were
manufactured by the Japanese company\ Takeda[ The
laminated _lm bags containing the foams were evacuated
to various low pressures\ then vacuum packaging
machines were used to seal the bags[ The device used
to measure the e}ective thermal conductivities of the
evacuated foam panels at various evacuation pressures

was {the e}ective thermal conductivity measuring system|
made by EKO "model HC!961#[ This apparatus consists
of thin!_lm heat!~ow meter\ hot and cold plates and
thickness measurement sensor[ The thermocouples were
mounted on the center of hot and cold plates to measure
the temperature[ The measurement theory of the device
can be described as

keff �
E = L
S = DT

\ "09#

where E is the output of a heat!~ow meter\ L is the
thickness of the evacuated sample panel\ S is the sen!
sitivity of heat!~ow meter\ and DT is the temperature
di}erence between hot and cold side of panel[ The
measuring uncertainty of this device can be deduced from
its de_nition of e}ective thermal conductivity]

keff � q×
L

DT
[ "00#

We applied the relative!uncertainty method to cal!
culate the uncertainty U ð09Ł of the e}ective thermal
conductivity we measured\ took Sample A as an example\
and denoted it as follows]

dk � $0
keff

q 1
1

dq1¦0
keff

L 1
1

dL1¦0
keff

DT1
1

dDT1%
9[4

� $0
9[923
091 1

1

"9[91#1¦0
9[923
9[90 1

1

"9[9994#1

¦0
9[923
29 1

1

"9[0#1%
9[4

� 9[906 "W:m K#[ "01#

So\ the e}ective thermal conductivity uncertainty can
be derived from equation "01#

U �
dk
keff

�
9[906
9[923

� 9[94[ "02#

That is\ the uncertainty of measuring specimen e}ective
thermal conductivity can be controlled to within 4)[

3[ Results and discussion

Experiments were conducted with six samples at a
mean temperature of 175 K\ as indicated in Table 0[ The
temperature of heater is higher than the edge of foam
because of slip condition ð8Ł\ and the cold plate tem!
perature is lower[ Thus\ the temperature di}erences and
the heat ~uxes near the centers were greater than the
average values[ Using these higher temperature di}er!
ences and the total "average# heat ~ux " from the heater#\
yields in ke} "using equation "00## were smaller than the
ke} obtained via one!dimensional analysis[ Experimental
values of e}ective thermal conductivity\ at a pressure of
9[903 torr\ reached 5Ð8 "09−2 W:m K#\ which means gas
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Table 0
Summary of experimental data for six samples at mean temperature 175 K

Parameter:sample A B C D E F

fv 9[926 9[930 9[932 9[931 9[927 9[918
Cell size "mm# 229 230 101 036 103 046
s¹ e "0:m# 2692 2224 5881 7563 4717 7525
kr "mW:m K# 0[80 1[01 0[90 9[71 0[11 9[71

659 torr kc "mW:m K# 21[3 21[3 21[4 21[6 21[8 21[4
ke} "kr¦kc# 23[2 23[4 22[4 22[4 23[0 22[2
ke} "measurement\ mW:m K# 23 23[1 22[3 22[3 22[8 22[1
kr "mW:m K# 0[80 1[01 0[90 9[71 0[11 9[71

9[903 torr kc "mW:m K# 6[93 6[92 5[22 5[39 5[65 4[88
ke} "kr¦kc# 7[84 8[04 6[24 6[11 6[86 5[71
ke} "measurement\ mW:m K# 7[6 8[9 6[1 6[0 6[7 5[6

thermal conductivity accounted for about 69Ð79) of ke}[
Taking Sample A as an example\ if we assume no gaseous
heat transfer when the evacuation pressure was 9[903
torr\ then the relative contributions of solid\ gaseous and
radiative modes to total heat transfer at an evacuation
pressure of 659 torr should be 08[4\ 63[3 and 5[0)\
respectively[ As the evacuation pressure is decreased\ the
relative contribution of radiative increases\ _nally con!
tributing about 14[4) of ke}[

The total conductivity\ ke}\ of the PU closed!cell foam
is about two!thirds of the conductivity of stagnant air
because there is low conductivity gas "R!00# inside the
foam[ The closed!cells age as air components di}use into
the foam\ and the R!00 vapor di}uses out[ Open!cell
foams should have similar problems[ Figure 3 shows the

Fig[ 3[ The relationship between thermal conductivity and heat!
ing time[

relationship between thermal conductivity and heating
time at a pressure of 9[0 torr and a preheating tempera!
ture of 282 K[ It is important to heat samples before
packing them into the laminated _lm bags because moist!
ure and volatile materials increase thermal conductivity\
as shown in Fig[ 3\ the thermal conductivity value without
heating is almost two times larger than that with 1 min
of heating[ Actually\ there are two advantages to heating
the foam] "0# it shortens the evacuation time because
higher temperatures are associated with higher molecular
energies and more frequent molecular collisions^ "1# it
reduces thermal conductivity[ The relationship between
thermal conductivity and heating temperature at a
pressure of 9[0 torr and a heating time of 09 min is shown
in Fig[ 4[ As expected\ higher temperature treatments

Fig[ 4[ The relationship between thermal conductivity and heat!
ing temperature[
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yielded better performances[ The melting point of the
laminated _lm bags is about 399 K\ so they cannot be
heated to that temperature[ However\ heating to 282 K
apparently reduces thermal conductivity to about one!
half that of obtained with no heating[ Developing optimal
processing techniques is\ therefore\ a very important
issue[

Figure 5 shows the relationship between the Rosseland
mean extinction coe.cient "s¹ e# and cell size at a tempera!
ture of 175 K[ The cell size range is from 036Ð239 mm[
The variation of s¹ e with cell size is rather remarkable[
Foams with small cell sizes had larger s¹ e values[ In
general\ the struts and walls contributed considerably to
the attenuation of thermal radiation and the extinction
coe.cient[ Furthermore\ the foams with small cell sizes
had more pores per unit area\ which led to more inter!
actions of radiative heat transfer[

Figure 6 shows the relationship between thermal
conductivity and evacuation pressure at a temperature
of 175 K[ These experiments yielded total or e}ective
thermal conductivity[ Energy transfer due to gas con!
duction can be determined by carrying out the exper!
iments at very low pressures\ such that energy transfer
due to gas conduction is negligible in comparison with
other modes[ As can be seen with sample D\ between
9[0 torr and 099 torr\ the thermal conductivity varied
in a wide range between 22 and 01 "09−2 W:m K#[ The
thermal conductivity at pressure of 9[903 torr was 6[0
"09−2 W:m K#\ or 10) of the total thermal conductivity
at atmospheric pressure[ Furthermore\ according to gas
kinetics\ the thermal conductivity of air between the
panels does not decrease with evacuation initially\
because the mean free path is increased at the same

Fig[ 5[ The relationship between Rosseland mean extinction
coe.cient and cell size[

Fig[ 6[ The relationship between thermal conductivity and
vacuum pressure[

rate as the density is being reduced[ If the pore diameter
becomes smaller than the mean free path\ then air
thermal conductivity begins to decrease[ Therefore\ one
threshold vacuum level for achieving the thermal con!
ductivity reduction occurs at about 09 torr[ As a result\
the critical pressure can be de_ned as the point at which
the thermal conductivity increases markedly due to an
increasing gas conductivity contribution[

Figure 7 shows e}ective thermal conductivity as a func!

Fig[ 7[ Endurance test for Sample E foam insulation panel[
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tion of time[ The performances of PU vacuum insulation
panels require not only 099) open!cell foam but also
low gas permeability encapsulation _lms and getters[ The
laminated _lm bags were made of one layer aluminum
_lm and two or four layers low gas permeability polymer
_lms[ Those _lms were ~exible\ thin and low conducting[
However\ no polymer _lm currently available can sat!
isfactorily maintain the initial evacuation pressure of a
vacuum insulation panel for the duration of intended use[
To overcome this pressure increase which will increase
thermal conductivity\ it is necessary to use getter to
absorb any volatiles within the vacuum panels[

4[ Conclusions

This work reports on a theoretical and experimental
study of the thermal performances of evacuated poly!
urethane "PU# foam insulation[ Experimental measure!
ments of pressures from 659 torr to 9[903 torr\ were
carried on for six PU foam samples with cell sizes in the
range of 049Ð249 mm[ The di}usion approximation was
used to estimate radiative thermal conductivity[ Solid
and radiative contributions were found to be independent
of pressure\ so gaseous conductivity at higher pressures
could thus be obtained by subtracting this measured
result from the total heat transfer[ E}ective thermal con!
ductivity experimental values at specimen pressures of
9[903 torr\ can reach 5Ð8 "09−2 W:m K#\ which means
gas thermal conductivity accounts for about 69Ð79) of
the total on e}ective thermal conductivity[ To overcome
the volatile material pressure increase that leads to
increase thermal conductivity\ it is necessary to preheat
the foam and use getters to absorb any volatiles within
the vacuum panel[
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